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runs keeping in mind the time value of money, transaction will be

operation if payment is to goods or services, transacdon is financial if

money is lent in contemplation of refurns in the form of interest. Therefore,

goods or services supplied can't be seen as not valued in terms of money,

one is in kind another is in cash, that does not mean only cash has value of

money and kind has no value of money.

77. Time value of money definition relates to the value of money in time.

How much will a rupee owned today be worth one year from now, i.e. If

t100 affords a person to purchase say X amount of goods today, how many

goods will he be able to purchase with the same <100, one year from now.

Historically it has been found that the value of money has depreciated over

the years, i.e. in one year from now he will be able to purchase less number

of goods than X - that he was able to purchase a year back. So this is the

proposition that has to be taken into consideration for claiming interest on

the value of goods supptied. In this case, credit has been given free of

interest for 180 days, the debtor has not paid, from the date of maturity,

almost three years over, still no payment has come to the operational

creditors.

78. Let us test how far this argument is right, one - it is admittedly true

Uttam accepted two bills of exchange promising to pay the value of goods

within 180 days, thereafter Uttam has not made any payment, by now more

than three years and six months are over.

79. For the reasons above and the material available on record showing

compliance under section 9 of the code, this petition is hereby admitted and

Registry is hereby directed to refer it to the Insolvency and Bankruptry

Board to recommend the name of an IRp to appoint him in this case.

V. NALLASENAPATHY
Member (Technical)

B. S. V. PRAKASH KUMAR
Member (]udicial)
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